
With planting beginning soon, it’s time to consider which new varieties you might trial on your farm this year. 

Regional round-up of newly 
available varieties
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Northern region

Q232A was one of a few varieties to 

become available through the blanket 

approval system because it had no 

known disease concerns. The 

Northern Variety Adoption Committee 

voted to approve and recommend it 

for northern growers to trial on their 

farms. 

Performance in northern SRA Final 

Assessment Trial (FAT) trials 

compared to the standard 

commercial varieties 

>   Cane yield is slightly lower and  

CCS is competitive 

>   SRA disease trials show it is 

resistant to smut and leaf scald.

Q240A is the first commercial release 

Q cane to have come from a Brazilian 

parent cross. It has been grown 

commercially in the southern region 

of Queensland since its release in 

2009. It has performed well in the 

south and in other trials across the 

state. 

Performance in northern SRA FAT 

trials compared to the standard 

commercial varieties

>   Cane yield and CCS are competitive

>   SRA disease trials show it is 

resistant to smut and leaf scald. 

Herbert region

Q242A had been observed to have 

high vigor and was approved by the 

Herbert Variety Adoption Committee 

to trial, particularly in the wet areas. 

Performance in Herbert SRA FAT 

trials compared to the standard 

commercial varieties

>   Cane yield and CCS are competitive 

>   SRA disease trials show it is 

resistant to Pachymetra root rot 

(Pachymetra) but is not suitable 

for blocks that are known to be 

infected with ratoon stunting 

disease.

Q247A is a late-flowering variety that 

is recommended for better soils. 

Performance in Herbert SRA FAT 

trials compared to the standard 

commercial varieties

>  Cane yield is competitive 

>  CCS is better

>   SRA disease trials show it is 

resistant to Pachymetra, smut and 

leaf scald.

Burdekin region

Q240A has performed well across 

the state. Based on its performance 

in Burdekin SRA trials and its 

commercial performance in the 

southern region, it has been 

approved to be trialled  

commercially by the Burdekin  

Variety Adoption Committee. 

Performance in Burdekin SRA  

FAT trials compared to the 

standard commercial varieties

>   Cane yield better and CCS is 

competitive 

>   SRA disease trials show it is 

resistant to smut, leaf scald, red 

rot and mosaic.

Q252A was noted to outperform 

Q171A across all SRA Burdekin trial 

sites. 

Performance in Burdekin SRA  

FAT trials compared to the 

standard commercial varieties

>   Cane yield is competitive and  

CCS is marginally better 

>   SRA disease trials show it is 

resistant to leaf scald, red rot  

and mosaic.

Q253A was approved by the Burdekin 

Variety Adoption Committee to trial 

commercially as a high-tonnage 

variety. 

Variety Adoption Committees (VACs) select varieties based on our scientific trials that are designed to determine not only a 

variety’s commercial performance in a given region but also its agronomic suitability. Below is a brief summary of the new 

varieties approved by the VACs in 2013 for release in the various regions. 
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Performance in Burdekin SRA FAT 

trials compared to the standard 

commercial varieties

>   Higher cane yield, and has a slightly 

lower CCS 

>   SRA disease trials show it is 

resistant to Pachymetra, smut, leaf 

scald, red rot and mosaic. 

Central region

Q247A was approved by the Central 

Variety Adoption Committee to 

trial in the region specifically where 

Pachymetra issues are a concern.  

Performance in central SRA FAT 

trials compared to the standard 

commercial varieties

>   Cane yield and CCS are competitive 

>   SRA disease trials show it is 

resistant to Pachymetra, leaf scald 

and Fiji leaf gall. 

Southern region

Q249A was approved to trial 

commercially in the southern region 

after having shown to be a high 

cane yield variety with good disease 

resistance traits suitable for the 

region.

Performance in southern SRA FAT 

trials compared to the standard 

commercial varieties

>  Cane yield and CCS are better 

>   SRA disease trials show it is 

resistant to smut, leaf scald and 

Fiji leaf gall.

Q252A was approved to trial 

commercially in the southern region 

after having shown to be a high 

CCS variety with suitable disease 

resistance. 

Performance in Southern SRA FAT 

trials compared to the standard 

commercial varieties

>  Cane yield and CCS are better 

>   SRA disease trials show it is 

resistant to leaf scald and red rot.

NSW region

Q248A was approved to trial 

commercially by the NSW Variety 

Adoption Committee. It is suitable 

as a late season variety and is 

recommended for a 1-year-old 

harvest. 

Performance in NSW SRA FAT 

trials compared to the standard 

commercial varieties

>   Cane yield and CCS levels are 

better (1-year-old crop)

>   SRA disease trials show it is 

susceptible to smut so we remind 

growers to practise good smut 

control. 

Q254A has been approved for release 

in NSW after performing well in SRA 

NSW variety trials. 

Performance in NSW SRA FAT 

trials compared to the standard 

commercial varieties

>   Cane yield better in both 1- and 

2-year-old crops

>   CCS is competitive in 1-year-old 

crops

>  CCS is better in 2-year-old crops

>   SRA disease trials show it is 

resistant to leaf scald and Fiji leaf 

gall.

Q255 has also been approved for 

release in NSW after performing well in 

SRA NSW variety trials. 

Performance in NSW SRA FAT 

trials compared to the standard 

commercial varieties

>   Cane yield is better in 1- and 2-year-

old crops

>   CCS is better in 1- and 2-year-old 

crops

>   SRA disease trials show it is 

resistant to orange rust and mosaic.

More information about 
these varieties is available 
in the 2013–14 Variety 
Guide for your region or 
the QCANESelectTM variety 
selection tool. These useful 
resources can be found on 
the SRA website: 
www.sugarresearch.com.au


